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I

ProfessorBoden says that 'computation in the broadest sense is

the drawingof inferencesfromrepresentations'
(p. 28). So it is,

and I propose to reply by drawing, from this representationof it,
some inferences about representations,computations, and how
far computational psychology can go.
First, I suppose an inferencedrawn from one representationis
another representation.Next, I take the paradigm of inferencedrawing to be a mental activity: the creation of new conscious
beliefs from old ones. So representations include conscious
beliefs. Suppose I see a rainbow outside and infer that it's
raining. My consciousbelief that there'sa rainbow is (interalia) a
mental representation of that state of affairs. My inference
creates a new mental representation, of another state of affairs,
in the form of my conscious belief that it's raining.
Not all mental representations are conscious beliefs. For a
start, not all beliefs are conscious;nor are all inferences.I open a
tap to get water because I believe that water only flows through
open taps, but I don't bring that belief to mind every time I open
a tap. The belief makes me open the tap whether or not it's a
conscious belief. Consciously or not, it disposes me to compute
representations of an open tap from representations of water
flowing; and that disposition itself representsthe generalisation
that water only flows through open taps.
Nor do conscious and unconscious beliefs exhaust our mental
representations.We have other propositional attitudes. I may
desire, fear, hope, be glad (etc.) that it's raining. I may
contemplate that possibility while wondering what I'll do, or
how I'll feel, if it's raining-or if it isn't. All these differentstates
of mind interalia represent the same state of affairs,i.e. that it's
raining.
So far mental representations resemble propositions, the
classical contents of propositional attitudes. But propositions
classicallycorrespondone-to-one to conditions or statesof affairs
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whose obtaining makes propositionstrue (e.g. the setsof possible
worlds in which the propositionsare true). Classically, this gives
propositions whose truth-values cannot differ, like P and
the same truth-conditions and thus makes them one
----P,
proposition. But this makes the proposition that it's raining the
same as the proposition that it isn't that it's not the case that it
isn't not raining. Yet I can consciously believe the former
without consciously believing the latter, as indeed I did until I
inferred it by a slow computation on my fingers. They may be
the same proposition, but not the same representation:not if
representationsare what distinguish propositional attitudes of
the same kind (e.g. conscious beliefs) held by a single personat a
single time.
Maybe they shouldbe the same representation. For first, to

believe,desire,fear,etc. thatP isto believe,desire,fear,etc. that
P is true.To haveanypropositionalattitudeto anyP isto haveit
to P's truth. To that extent every propositionalattitude is
concernedwith truth.Andbeliefisconcernedwithnothingelse.
Alone among attitudes,it aims exclusivelyat truth:to think
somethingtrue is alwaysto believeit, but not alwaysto desire,
fear,hope or be glad of it. Moore's(1942,pp. 542-3) paradox,
the essentialabsurdityofanyassertionof theform'P [istrue]but
I don't believeit', has no analoguefor otherattitudes.
So when I believe P and Q share truth-conditions,I am
disposedto believeP if and only if I believeQ. And my other
attitudesto P and Qlikewisecoalesce,despitetheirnot aiming
exclusivelyat truth, so long as I don't think P and Q are
necessarytruthsor falsehoods.(IfI do, my attitudesto P andQ
may well remaindistinct:I can regretthat there'sno greatest
primenumberwithoutregrettingthat 2+2=4.)But providedI
think P and Q share contingent truth-conditions,then no
matterwhy I desire,fear,hope,etc. thatP (i.e. thatP is true),I
believethat,necessarily,I will get whatI desire,fear,hope,etc.
if and only if Qis true.Moreover,I believeI willcometo believe
or disbelievethat I get whatI desire(etc.)ifandonlyifI cometo
believe or disbelieveQ. How, believingall this, can I desire,
fear, hope, be glad, etc. that P withouthaving the very same
attitudesto Q?
in
My beliefthat P and Qsharecontingenttruth-conditions
effectfusesP and Qinto a singlecontentforall myattitudes.IfI
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were an ideal computer, able instantly to compute all identities
of truth-conditions (like that of P and ----P), I should always
know when my attitudes had the same contingent truthconditions, and those attitudes would then coalesce. Their
contents would be given by their truth-conditions.
But we aren't ideal computers. We compute truth-conditions
slowly, fallibly and incompletely. Our attitudes' contents, our
mental representations,aren't classical propositionseven when
we think them contingent, and they certainly aren't when we
the states of affairs,
don't. We may still take them to represent
truth-conditions,or sets of possibleworlds in which they're true.
Only we must then allow many representationsof the same state
of affairs, to allow us to have pairs of distinct beliefs, desires,
fears, etc. that have the same truth-conditions without our
realising it.
II

Mental representationsdifferfrom propositionsin another way,
as linguistic representations (sentences) do. 'Representation',
like 'sentence' but unlike 'proposition', is used of tokens as well
as types. My inferring that it's raining creates a new token
representationof that state of affairs,but not a new proposition.
Nor a new representation in the type sense in which many
people before me have believed, desired, feared, hoped, etc. that
it's raining.
The token mental representationhere is the embodiment of a
propositional attitude in someone during a period of time in
which it doesn't change. But it's disputed how attitudes are
embodied and thereforewhat their tokensare. I follow Strawson
(1959, ch. 3) in taking attitudes to be propertiesof whole people:
we, not our minds or brains (or their parts), are what represent
the conditions in which the contents of our attitudes would be
true. Other philosophers disagree, e.g. those who identify
mental states with states of the brain. The dispute matters here
because what computations are depends on what the token
representationsare that they deliver and operate on. So I must
say why I think people are the tokens at least of their own
propositional attitudes.
First of all I should say that, like Fodor (1981, ch. 4), I believe
in propositional attitudes. I mean my ascriptions of them to be
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true, and I think they aren't made true by anything else: not e.g.
by people's biology. I take psychology to be as irreducible to
biology as biology is to physics (Fodor 1974; Dupre 1981), and
for much the same reasons. Facts about what people believe,
desire, fear and hope don't reduce to facts about their
neurophysiology, let alone to facts about physics.
Moreover,paceDavidson (1970), our token attitudes and their
changes can have physical causes and effects without being
physical particulars.For they needn't be particularsat all: facts,
not particulars, are the primary causes and effects. That is, the
basic form of causal statements isn't 'd causes e', where d and e
are particulars,but 'Q because P', where P and Qare sentences.
'Q because P' is of course true only when P and Qare (which is
why I call causes and effects facts); and as a Humean I suppose
'Qbecause P' states a causal fact--as opposed say to a proofof Q
from P-only when P and Qare logically independent and thus
contingent. But causation doesn't relate all contingent facts: a
causal 'Q because P' isn't always true when P and Q are. In
particular, it won't be true unlessQis more probable than in the
causal circumstances it would have been had P been false
(Mellor 1985). 'Qbecause P' is thus only a partial truth-function
of P and Q.
(Davidson notoriously argues (1967, pp. 152-3) that if any
connective gave the form of causal statements it would have to
be completely truth-functional.But his argument fails because it
requires the contexts in a causal '.

.

. because .

.

.' to be

referentially transparent;and they aren't, as inserting suitable
identity statements shows. E.g. 'The second take was the best
(Q) because (P) the first was only the rehearsal' would if
transparent entail both 'The second take was the second take
because P' and 'Qbecause the rehearsalwas the rehearsal',and
it demonstrably entails neither.)
There are transparenttruths of the form 'd causes e', but they
are special cases, made true by some true 'Qbecause P' where P
and Qsay that descriptions'F' and 'G' are satisfied, and d and e
are what satisfythem. Basically causes and effectsare facts, and
so therefore are causal relations. They don't differ from what
they relate as universalsdifferfrom particulars.If true, a causal
'Qbecause P', like P and Q, states a contingent fact, which may
itself have causes and effects. (E.g. 'He died because he played
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squash, because he had a weak heart'.) Causation therefore
cannot be any one physical relation, nor the province of any one
science such as physics, since it relates facts of all kinds,
including causal ones. In particular, when a mental fact (P)
causes a physical one (Q), or viceversa,the causal fact (Qbecause
P) will be both physical and mental.
So my token propositional attitudes needn't be physical in
order to have physical causes and effects. Nor need they be
particularsdistinct from each other (and thus from me) in order
to interact. That I have one such attitude needs only to be a fact
independent of my having the others, and independence doesn't
prevent these facts being about the same particular, i.e. me.
When I believe it's raining because I believe there's a rainbow,
those are two independent facts--neither entails the other--and
both are about me. It is I who by believing there'sa rainbow and
that it's raining representthose states of affairs.I am the token of
those beliefs, and of all my other propositional attitudes. They
aren't distinct particulars that need identifying with either
mental or physical parts of me.
As for token attitudes, so for their changes. I suddenly see that
there's a rainbow and so come to believe that it's raining. My
successive acquirings of these two beliefs are changes in me. But
not changes withinme, i.e. not changes in parts of me. Naturally
they don't occur by magic, unaffected by what happens to my
mental and physical parts. I only come to believe there's a
rainbow because photons enter my eyes, and because resulting
changes within me then make me behave as people do who
believe there's a rainbow-e.g. by making me infer that it's
raining. But none of these changes within me is my change of
belief, any more than the opening of a car's carburettor, or the
consequent angular acceleration of its wheels, is identical with
the acceleration of the car as a whole.
Still, many of these changes in and within me, that make me
believe it's raining, could be psychological, and could be
computations. The last one certainly is. When I infer rain from a
rainbow I undoubtedly compute one representation from
another. But the first one isn't. The change that makes me
believe there's a rainbow starts from photons entering my eyes;
and though the photons come from the rainbow, their arrival
certainly doesn't represent it.
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But the incoming photons do other things to me before
making me believe there's a rainbow. Seeing is a many-stage
process, whose later stages may be computations even if the first
is not. And according to Marr (1982), Boden's paradigm of
computational psychology, they are. The process of seeing
starts, he says, with 'arraysof image intensity values, as detected
by the photoreceptorsin the retina' and proceeds 'by mapping
from one representation to another' (p. 31) until it delivers a
belief about 'what is present in the world and where it is' (p. 3).
But what makes my photoreceptors' response to an array of
image intensity values a representation of it? The response
betokens no belief of mine about the array (and if not a belief,
certainly no other propositional attitude). For first, I, not my
retinas, should be the token of that belief. My retinal responses
could at most be its mechanism, as a brake pedal's depressionis
of a car's stopping. But anyway I have no beliefs, not even
unconscious ones, about arrays of image intensity values across
my retinas. Maybe I could have now that reading Marr has
given me the necessary concepts. But not before, and though
reading Marr has undoubtedly improved my mind, it hasn't
improved my eyesight.
And as for this stage in the processof seeing, so for the others.
To see a rainbow I need have no beliefs, and no other attitudes,
whose contents are the representationsMarr says occur enroute
to my coming to believe there's a rainbow. Two possibilities
remain. Either parts of my optic nerves have the beliefs I lack,
about arrays of image intensity values, etc. Or these token
representations aren't token attitudes at all. In the next two
sections I consider these possibilities in turn.
III
Do my retinas, or other parts of my optic nerves, have beliefs?I
think not, though I shall give the thesis the benefit of every
reasonable doubt. I shan't for instance object that we don't
normally credit retinas with beliefs: we don't understand the
mind well enough for that to prove much. We may understandit
well enough to rule out the discoverythat we have no beliefs;but
not the discovery of beliefs within us that we didn't know we
had. That possibility follows from the discovery of unconscious
beliefs which I've already granted. So my optic nerves needn't
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lack beliefsbecausethey lack consciousness.Nor becausethey
lacklanguage:somelanguagelessanimalsI supposehavebeliefs.
Languagelessbelieversare admittedlymore debatable than
unconsciousbeliefs (e.g. Davidson 1975), but that doesn't
matterhere. There are betterreasonsfor denyingoptic nerves
beliefsthan their inabilityto talk.
Nor need my optic nervesbeing partsof a believerdeprive
themof beliefs.Theycouldbe tokensof theirownbeliefswithout
being tokensof mine. And believerscan get beliefsand other
attitudesfrom those of their parts. 'Social' believerssuch as
churches,firmsand unionsdo just that (Mellor1982),as does
Boden's'classof highlyopinionatedschoolchildren'
[p. 30- 1].It
has desires-those of its noisiest members-and believes
whateverits odd 'opinion-forming
process'wouldlead themto
agreeon.
But not all believersare social in that sense:the regresswill
stopsomewhere.In fact (paceDennett1978),it stopswithus.We
don't get our propositionalattitudesfrom those of our parts,
because they have none. And they have none becausetheir
statesdon't combineto causetheiractivitiesas our attitudesdo
to cause ours-especially our beliefs and desires. For what
makes these states of ours beliefsand desiresis the way they
combine to make us act. Our consciousnessof them won't
characterisethem (Mellor1980),but the way they combineto
cause our actionswill, at least in part. Supposefor instanceI
makeP truebecauseI desireQand believemakingP truewill
makeQtrue.My actioniscausedbya combinationof beliefand
desire;and so are all actions. What my beliefsmake me do
alwaysdependson my desiresand viceversa;and neitherbelief
nor desireon its own wouldmakeme act at all. But that'snot
how the partsof my opticnervesact. Their'beliefs'aboutarrays
of image intensityvalues and the rest needn't combine with
anythingto causetheiroutput:the 'belief'is theoutput.Calling
it a belief is eithervacuousor false-either adding nothingor
imputinga structureto its causationthat it doesn'thave.
In short,ouropticnervesand otherpartslackbeliefsbecause
they lack desires;and lack both becausethe statesthat cause
theiractivitiesdon't combineto do so as beliefsand desiresdo.
And if they lackbeliefsand desires,theycertainlyhaveno other
attitudes.
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As the above argument indicates, I think propositional
attitudes must be functionally defined (cf. Block 1980, Pt. 3).
That is, I take them to need fixing by their perceptual and other
stock causes, by their interactions, and by their behavioural
effects. My optic nerves have no attitudes because their states
don't satisfy such conditions. But that doesn't rule out
computational psychology. It only prevents my optic nerves'
responses being token attitudes. They may still be token
representationsof some other kind, as we shall see in section IV.
Meanwhile, computational psychology, far from competing
with functionalism, both needs and is an instance of it. It needs it
because computations only transform representations, which
are the contents of all kinds of attitudes. Believing that P,
desiring that P and fearing that P are differentmental states, but
they all have the same content. As representations,i.e. as sources
or upshots of computations, they are all the same. Computational psychology on its own won't make them different.
Functionalism will. My belief that P differsfrom my desire that
P because, as functionalism says, different things induce these
states in me and they affect my actions differently.
Computational psychology is an instance of functionalism
because it identifies representations by their interactions and
other causes and effects. It makes believing there's a rainbow
differ from believing it's raining by the different causes, e.g.
arrays of image intensity values, of those two beliefs; by our
computing the latter from the former (but not viceversa)and the
belief that if we go out we'll get wet from the latter (but not the
former);and so on. The inferential, i.e. computational, role of a
mental state is clearly part, though not all, of its functional role.
Functionalism incidentally fits Boden's idea of people as
'connectionist systems ... made up of locally communicating
units functioning in parallel, where-because of excitatory and
inhibitory connections-the state of any one unit depends
largely on the states of its neighbours' [p. 30]. The fact that I
believe it's raining is just such a unit, exciting some and
inhibiting other facts about my beliefs,desires,fears,hopes, etc.:
i.e. about other attitudes of mine with which that belief
communicates and functions in parallel, and on which its
content, like each of theirs, largely depends.
But functionalismis a disputed doctrine, so I should argue for
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as well as from it, though I can't do that properly here. Still, I
can meet some objections to it, which really apply only to the
physicalism that many functionalists have needlessly espoused.
Take the objection that functionalismcan't cope with 'qualia'sensations, pains, feelings, etc. (Fodor 1981, p. 16). Free of
physicalism, functionalism needn't cope with qualia at all.
Qualia don't need defining: they are self-individuating states of
consciousness, in terms of which other states--allergies,
susceptibilities to light, sound and other sources of sensations
and feelings-can themselves be functionally defined.
Functionalism also copes better on its own with other kinds of
consciousness. 'First-order' attitudes, defined by the bodily
behaviour they combine to cause, can be used to define 'higher
order' attitudes that account for our consciousnessof first-order
ones. Becoming conscious of a first-orderbelief, for instance, is
just coming to believe one has it (Mellor 1980). These
functionally defined conscious states enable us in turn to define
computational and other abilities by the role they play in our
conscious thought. Functionalism on its own can exploit and
explain our inner mental life as easily as our bodily behaviour.
What it can't so easily explain are the outward contents of our
propositional attitudes. Suppose my belief that it's raining
makes me take my umbrella, because I want to keep dry. That
belief is partly defined by that effect. But the belief may be false.
I may have it when it isn't raining: I will still take the umbrella.
The conditions in which my beliefs-and other attitudes-make
me do something aren't those in which their contents are true.
Their behavioural effects won't fix their truth-conditions. Nor
will their internal interactions, which will also be the same
whether their contents are true or false. Not even their external
causes will give attitudes their truth-conditions. Rain obviously
won't be what makes me desire rain, or fear it or hope for it. It
may make me believe in it, but even that won't help. Our beliefs'
causes can't be their truth-conditions since (a) they have too
many causes, and (b) we must be able to mistake what we see.
Functionalism can use the photons that make me believe it's
raining to help define the content of that belief, but not the rain.
Now this doesn't show that functionalism is wrong, merely
that, like patriotism, it isn't enough. For the rest I would look to
the conditions in which our actions succeed, i.e. which give us
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what we acted to get. That happens when, though not only
when, all the beliefs we act on are true. The conditions in which
actions succeed include the truth-conditions of the beliefs that
cause them (cf. Putnam 1978, p. 99). That fact-the grain of
truth in the pragmatic equation of true beliefs with useful
ones-should at least help to fix the truth-conditions of beliefs.
But even as it is, functionalism will do for a 'narrow'
psychology that leaves others to give mental representations
their truth-conditions (Fodor 1980). And all agree that a 'wide'
psychology won't be computational unless a narrow one is. But
is it? Functionalism already prevents my optic nerves'responses
being token attitudes. How then can they be representations?

IV
How can a retina'sresponseto an array of image intensityvalues
represent it without being a token attitude towards it? First, by
changing whenever the array changes in whatever respect it
represents. But there must be more to it than that. For most
things expand when heated: their volumes change when their
temperatures do. Yet not all those volumes represent temperatures. Why not, if retinal responses represent retinal arrays?
Perhaps retinal responsesare representationsbecause they set
off computations, i.e. because some of their effectsare computed
-which makes the effects representations too. Whereas the
effects of volumes generally aren't computed. A bubble doesn't
compute its surface area (or anything else) from its volume, so
neither its volume nor its area represents its temperature or
anything else.
But why suppose retinal responses fix their effects by
computation? Not because we do. We can compute a bubble's
area from its volume, i.e. infer a belief about the area from a
belief about the volume. No one infers from this that the area
itself is computed from the volume (cf. Dennett 1977).
The inference is more tempting, though no more valid, when
what fixes something is itself a representation. Suppose I use
decision theory to infer what you will do from what (I believe)
you believe and desire. That is, I compute a representationof
your action from representations of your beliefs and desires,
which are also representations.Suppose even that you do this,
forming beliefs about your own beliefs and desires by bringing
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them to consciousnessin order to predict your own action. It still
doesn't follow that the action itselfis computed from your beliefs
and desires, and we shall see in section V that it isn't.
It likewise doesn't follow, from our inferringeach stage in the
processof seeing a rainbow from the stage before, that the stages
themselves are produced by computations, even if they are
representations.We know the last one-the belief that there's a
rainbow--is, but that doesn't mean its precursorsare. Not even
Marr thinks a retinal response'sprecursor-the array he thinks
it represents--itself representsanything, or that the response is
computed from it.
What then does make retinal responses represent retinal
arrays,and the later stagesof seeing computations?Considerthe
paradigm of token representations that aren't token attitudes:
written or printed token sentences. Perhapsretinal responsesare
like token sentences. How do tokens of 'It's 200C' manage to
represent that state of affairs when the volumes of bubbles at
200C don't?
Token sentences represent what we use them to represent,
and our use is conventional. That is, we decide arbitrarilywhat
tokens of 'It's 200C' shall represent:that array of symbols isn't
naturally linked to a temperature as the volume of a bubble is.
But retinal responses aren't conventional. The makeup of the
eye links them as naturally to the arrays that induce them as
bubble volumes are linked to temperatures. If representations
have to be as conventional as linguistic ones are, retinal
responseswill certainly not qualify.
But they may still satisfy weaker conditions that token
sentences satisfyand bubbles don't. Boden's (1980) discussionof
cognitive biology suggestsone: that representationshould be, if
not conventional, at least arbitrary. That is, what a token
represents shouldn't be fixed by what it's made of. (Just as the
ink used to print tokens of 'It's 200C' isn't what makes it
represent a thermal state of affairs.)What it representsshould
depend on context, as tokens of 'It's 200C' (i.e. 200C here and
now) do on where and when they're produced. These are the
features that Boden (1980, pp. 42-5) takes to excuse Goodwin's
(1976) describingcertain biological processesin cognitive terms.
Unfortunately they are also featuresof bubbles. The temperature needed to give a bubble a certain volume isn't fixed by what
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it's made of, i.e. by the gas in it. It depends on how much gas is in
it, and that isn't fixed by what gas it is. It also depends on the
context, i.e. on the external pressure.In short bubbles respond
just as arbitrarily (and just as well) to their temperatures as
retinas do to their arrays of image intensity values. If biology is
cognitive by these criteria, so is physics. But when all grass is
made flesh, vegetarians become carnivoresand the whole point
of their protest disappears. And making psychology computational by standards that make biology and physics so tells us
nothing special about psychology.
We must do better than this for computational psychology,
and we can. Consider why we use sentences to representstatesof
affairs. We use them to communicate our propositional
attitudes, especially our beliefs. The object of linguistic
conventions is to make tokens of specific sentence types induce
specific attitudes in the people we expose to them. And attitudes
are representations.Token sentencesbecome representationsby
being used to induce token attitudes, and get their contents from
those of the attitudes they induce.
(It is of course disputed whether sentence types get their
meanings from the contents of the attitudes we use their tokens
to communicate, or vice versa.Is the English meaning of 'It's
raining' given by the content of my belief that it is or the other
way round? Here fortunately it doesn't matter. Either way our
using that sentence's tokens to induce belief, desire, fear, hope,
etc. that it's raining is what makes them represent that state of
affairs.)
As for token sentences, so incidentally for some token
volumes. The volume of working fluid in a thermometer does
represent its temperature (and hence that of whatever it's used
to measure), because that's what we make it induce beliefs
about. Fluid volumes generally don't represent temperatures,
merely because they aren't generally used to generate beliefs
about them.
Thermometry of course depends on conventions as much as
our use of sentences does, e.g. on conventional temperature
scales. But not all representationsare as conventional as that.
Photographs aren't, nor are films, plays, paintings and other
non-linguistic representationsof states of affairs.No doubt most
of them use some conventions, but not as many as language does.
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Photographs represent landscapes much less conventionally
than descriptions of them do; and though the ideal landscapes
'Capability' Brown's creations represent may be conventional,
his representation of them needs no conventions, for his
landscapes represent themselves.
Representations need to be, not conventional, but made-or
evolved-to induce attitudes, whose contents then fix theirs.
Which is just what the earlier stages of seeing are. They have
evolved to induce specific beliefs,just as photographs are made
to do. If photographscan thereforebe representations,why not
these internal precursorsof beliefs?
It is no objection that the early stages of seeing don't represent
what the belief they induce represents.Nor need a photograph.
Photographs represent what things look like from a certain
place. But the beliefs they are apt to induce needn't represent
what the things in the photograph look like. (Consider a still
photograph of someone running.) They need only represent
something that such beliefs will be inferred from. And so it is
with the stages of seeing. My seeing, if Marr is right, is a
sequence of inferences from 'viewer-centered' representations
supplied by my retinas to my 'object-centered' beliefs about
rainbows and the like (Marr 1980, p. 37).
The representationsin this sequence must then be such as to
yield by these computations the belief I get at the end of it. And
the first representationhas to be set off by photons entering the
eyes. The contents of the stages in between are fixed by these two
constraints.Each computation must be an actual responseto the
stage it starts from (as a thermometer's display is to the fluid
volume that represents its temperature). And the sequence of
computations must eventually transform our retinas' initial
representations of arrays of image intensity values into the
contents of our beliefs about what we see. And finally, the whole
process must be as reliable as we know our vision is. That is, it
must turn arrays of image intensity values into beliefs that
generally represent, i.e. are true in, the very conditions which
produce the arrays that yield them.
If we see like this, then we see by computation. The thesis that
we do is neither trivial nor incoherent. Nor is it trivial to make a
testable theory of vision out of it as Marr has done by specifying
the stages and computations involved. Right or wrong, his
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theory shows what computational psychology can do. But
could we compute a summer from this swallow? How much
further can computational psychology go?
V
Computational psychology, on Boden's 'minimal definition', is
'the study of the various computational processes whereby
mental representations are constructed, organised and transformed' [p. 17]. Marr shows how seeing may be one such
process. But there aren't many others. Computation in Boden's
'broadest sense . . . the drawing of inferences from representa-

tions' [p. 28] won't account for much of the mind.
First, many mental states, such as sensations and pains, are
not representations.They may be self-intimating, i.e. make us
believe we have them, and from those representationsof them
we may compute others, i.e. beliefs about their causes. But that
doesn't make the states themselves representations, nor their
transactions computations. They can't be, since they have no
true or false contents to be the premises or conclusions of
inferences. Nothing about them is capable of truth or falsity:
they have no truth-conditions and thereforerepresentno states
of affairs.
Nor do they get truth-conditions from the beliefs they cause,
as my optic nerves' responses do from those they cause.
Perceptual beliefs don't give truth-conditions to what they are
about, which is what they would need to do here. My seeing that
there's a rainbow doesn't make the fact that there's a rainbow
represent anything. If it did, it could only make that fact
represent itself, which won't tell us what fact it is. So even if my
being in pain representsitself because it makesme believe I'm in
pain, we must still say what pain is to give that representation's
truth-conditions; and similarly for sensations.
But in the sense of section III, computational psychology is
'narrow': it leaves others to give its representations' truthconditions. Computational psychology won't say what a belief
that it's raining represents,i.e. what rain is; nor likewise what a
belief about a pain or a sensation represents,i.e. what they are.
But whatever they are, they're mental. Saying what they are,
what sorts we have and why, what causes them and what they
cause, is psychology of some kind. But not computational
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psychology. We may compute answers to these questions, but
the answers won't refer to computations.
Computational psychology's restriction to representations
confines it to the contents of propositional attitudes and of some
of their mental causes. That is, to what belief, desire, fear, hope,
etc. that P have in common. But since tokens of these attitudes
all have the same content, computation won't explain how they
differ. As we saw in section III, computational psychology on its
own must treat them all alike, as identical representations(=P).
Yet obviously they differ,even computationally. I may compute
a belief that P from a belief that P & Qbut not a fear that P from
a fear that P & Q (I may only fear Q). So computational psychology must let computations to and from a token attitude
to P depend on what the attitude is. But then it needs some other
account of attitudes. Our theory of mental computation will
have to be based on our theory of propositionalattitudes, not the
other way round.
As for difference,so for change. When my fear that P changes
into a belief that P, there is no change in the representation,P.
The change isn't a computation, and computational psychology
won't explain it. For as we'vejust seen, it won't explain the difference between fearingP and believingP that makesthis the change
it is. Boden's doubts about the prospects for a computational
explanation of attitude-change [p. 28] are well founded.
For the same reason computational psychology won't cover
the psychology of action. Suppose I do P (make P true) because I
desire Qand believe that Qwill be true if and only if P is. It takes
more than a computation from Q and Q--- P to make me act: I
shouldn't do P if I feared Q instead of desiring it. Our actions
depend not just on the contents of our attitudes but on which
attitudes have which contents, which isn't a computational
matter at all. My action may be predictedby computing a belief
that I will do P from a belief that I desire Q and believe Q- P;
but as we saw in section IV, so may the volumes and areas of
bubbles be predicted by computation. In neither case are the
facts that verify the predictions caused by computations.
Computational psychology can at most cover processes that
'construct, organise or transform' the contents of a single
propositional attitude, especially belief. Inferring one belief
from another is the paradigm of computation. But it isn't
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something that computational psychology explains. On the
contrary, it's what gives the theory of computation, i.e. of
inference, its sense. Rules of inference, for instance, should
preserve truth; so computational processesshould be 'reliable',
i.e. compute false representations from true ones as rarely as
possible. But this is only a virtue because, as we saw in section I,
belief aims solely at truth. When representationsaren't beliefs,
reliability may not be a virtue at all. Suppose I fear that Q
because I fear that P. There's no virtue in that computation
being reliable, i.e. in Qbeing more probably true if P is than if it
isn't. On the contrary, I shall do my best to make Q false
whether P is true or not.
Calling computing 'information-processing'(Boden, section
II) also presumes the virtue of preservingtruth. The concept of
informationderives entirely from beliefs peculiar and exclusive
concern with truth, and applies to no other attitude. Believing P
may embody the information that P: desiring,fearingor hoping
that P doesn't. (Being glad that P does, but only because it
entails believing P.) Whatever computing one desire, fear or
hope from another is, it isn't processing information.
The fact is that computational psychology requiresan ideal of
truth-preservinginference which makes sense only of computations leading to beliefs. That indeed covers perception, whose
function is to produce true beliefs about the world. My retinal
responses to arrays of image intensity values can be belief-like
representationsof them. That is, they can aim only to be true,
i.e. to be such as to lead, if the subsequent computations are
correctly carried out, to true beliefs about what I see.
Computational theories of seeing and other ways of perceiving
make perfect sense and may well be true.
Computations leading to attitudes other than belief couldn't
be governedjust by the ideal of preservingtruth:truth isn't their
sole object, and sometimes, as with fear, isn't their object at all.
But computational theories have no other ideals to offer. The
contents of propositional attitudes representnothing but truthconditions: they have nothing but truth-valuesfor computations
to affect. So computational psychology not only can't say how
other attitudes differ from belief and from each other: it can't
even say how or why their contents change. That is to say, they
don't change by computation.
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In short, the case for computational psychology is a fallacious
extrapolation from the one part of psychology--the aetiology of
belief-that can be computational. As the whole subject,
computational psychology is, as Boden says, a dragon. We don't
know much about it; but we know enough to know there's no
such thing.

NOTE
I am especially indebted for ideas expressedin this paper to workof ProfessorsStrawson,
Dennett, Fodor and Anthony Appiah, and material in Woodfield (1982); to discussions
at the September 1983 meeting of the Thyssen UK Philosophy Group, and at a
Cambridge research seminar on functionalism given with Anthony Appiah in the
Michaelmas Term 1983;and to conversationswithJeremy Butterfield,David Papineau,
Diane Shard and Timothy Smiley.
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